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Ooops, or maybe I should say it more professionally. Ok, here goes… ooops. Remember last week I spoke about my 

play on Intuitive Surgical? (ISRG) just goes to show you why I do what I do. I was wrong. But because I only had a 40% 

position I can now add more if I wish. I may very well, after earnings which will be released this afternoon after the 

close (April 18). Why did it come down? Nothing company specific but it was tied into the healthcare slide this week so 

it gives me confidence that once this short-term noise is over so too will the correction. And by selling calls against the 

stock my cost was $551.97. As I write this, the stock is opening at $525, so no good but certainly not terrible. My April 

18 call 565 call is expiring this afternoon so I will let it expire and then sell calls after the earnings as I am willing to bet 

there will be a spike. Here is the current ISRG position. 

 

 
 

Since my friend AG told me I should brag about my successes I thought the only appropriate thing to do was talk about 

my headaches. And boy have I had a big one in the last several weeks with my healthcare positions, most notably United 

Health (UNH). It reported fantastic earnings but really who knows what the hec will happen with all the political 

uncertainty. But like I said I think the noise will die down and it will end up being business as usual. Take a look at this 

golden play! And you guys thought I was smart… ha, joke’s on you. Here you can see I bought it on March 4 at $265 

(now granted I was assigned on puts I sold at $5 and I have sold calls totaling $6, so my cost is actually $254) and have 

averaged down through another put sale on April 11 at $220 and received $2.35. As I write this the stock is at $217.50. 

My plan is not to roll but to take the stock once again and average down and continue selling out of the money calls. 

Remember, I can do this because I have stuck to my own rules. And that is to never put on a  full position right away. 

In this case I have allocated $250,000 for UNH, so even with this second position it will only take me to $194,000 

(400x265+400x220)- excluding options sold. 

 

 

Let’s see, until next time…
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Disclaimer: 

This publication is proprietary to Palos Management Inc. (along with its affiliate Palos Wealth Management Inc., “Palos”). This publication may 
be copied, downloaded, stored in a retrieval system, further transmitted, reproduced, disseminated, and/or transferred, in any form or by any 
means, but only as long as it is unaltered and attributed to Palos. This publication and its contents may not be sold or licensed without Palos’ 
written permission. The information and opinions contained herein have been compiled or arrived at from sources believed reliable but no 
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made or implied regarding accuracy or completeness. The information provided does not 
constitute investment advice and it should not be relied upon on as such. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately by electronic mail or telephone. This document may contain certain forward-looking statements that are not guarantees of future 
performance and future results could be materially different. Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. “S&P” is a registered 
trademark of Standard and Poor’s Financial Services LLC. “TSX” is a registered trademark of TSX Inc. The Bloomberg USD High Y ield Corporate 
Bond Index is a rules-based, marketvalue weighted index engineered to measure publicly issued noninvestment grade USD fixedrate, taxable, 
corporate bonds. To be included in the index a security must have a minimum par amount of 250MM.  
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